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Paris
79-7/’84

Dear Henri,

thanks so much for your loving note and the wonderful cassette— you send me... I didn't know the Arensky before, what a splendid way to discover it! and it couldn't have come at a more perfect time, just as I was feeling a bit homesick... it served as a reminder of the treat I have in store for me at the end of April... its been too long!

I'll write soon - this is just a note to say "thanks" and "I love you"—

your greatest fan, (!)

Nina
Paris
19 – 7 / ‘84

dear Henri,

thanks so much for your loving note and the wonderful cassette – you send me… ( didn’t know the Avensky before, what a splendid way to discover it! and it couldn’t have come at a more perfect time, just as I was feeling a bit homesick.. it served as a reminder of the treat I have in store for me at the end of April … its been too long!

I’ll write soon – this is just a note to say “thanks” and “I love you” –

Your greatest fan, (!)
Nina